Psychological correction of abnormalities
Lecture 1: Methodological basics of psychological correction of emotional development of personality
Psychocorrection (correctio) – partial correction or change
Psychocorrection is a system of activities used for correcting disadvantages of psychological development or behaviour of a person with the help of special means of psychological influence.
PSYCHOCORRECTION

- clinically oriented (it is basically used for alleviating and liquidating of the symptoms in question)

- personality oriented which strives for helping a person to change his attitude towards social environment
Specific features

It is oriented to:

• a clinically healthy personality
• healthy sides of personality irrespective of degree of abnormalities
• medium-term assistance
• changing the behaviour and development of personality of a client
Setting the goals

- optimization of social situation of development
- development of kinds of activity available for a child
- creation of psychological new formations corresponding to the age
The main tasks of correction

- correction of deviations in mental development on the basis of creating optimal conditions for emotional-personality and intellectual development of a child
- preventive measures of negative tendencies of personality and intellectual development